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Seamless top-down in one piece, worked in stockinette, with raglan sleeves and hood.
This makes a 90 cm bust, or 35.5 inches.

ABBREVIATIONS:
k: knit
pm: place marker
slm: slim marker
wyib: with yarn in back
KFB: Knit into front and back of st
K2tog: insert needle through next 2 sts as if to knit. Knit together
SSK: Slip, slip, Knit. Slip 2 sts knitwise, one at time. Insert left needle
through front of sts from left to right and knit together
M1: make 1, with left hand needle pick up bar between stitches from
front to back and knit through the back loop
Co: cable cast on
DPN: double pointed needle
Provisional cast on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nnu1kk8dUj0
i-cod bind of
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ij8aSPnAcjs
i-cord border
Right side i-cord: k1, sl1 wyif, k1
Wrong side i-cord: s1 wyif, k1, sli wyif
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lVisnXB4_8

Faux seam: phoney seam
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kplMTdeJZk

Materials

YARD USED:
Borgo de’ Pazzi Pima
(100% cotton,
250mt/273yds/100gr),
4
GAUGE:
22sts and 32rows over
10 cm in stocking stitch
on 4mm needles or size
needles for accurate
gauge
4mm / 80cm circular
needle
And 3 double-pointed
needles for sleeve or
magic loop
Crochet hook of
appropriate measures
to yarn
4 Stitch holders or
stitch markers, one of
different color

Provisional cast on 101 sts
Knit 1 row
Knit the first row and pm as follows: 3 st i-cord then k17 (right front), place different color
marker, k12 (sleeve), pm, k37 (back), pm, k12 (sleeve), pm, k17, 3 st i-cord.
Every row will start and end with 3 stitch i-cord border:
Right side i-cord: k1, sl1 wyif, k1
Wrong side i-cord: s1 wyif, k1, sli wyif
Every right side row: k to 2 sts before marker, kfb ,k1, slm, k to next marker, kfb , slm, k to
1 st before next marker, kfb, k1, slm, kfb, k to next marker, kfb, slm, k1, kfb, k to end.
You will be creating a one knit stitch border between the raglan increases before and after
each sleeve. The border stitches go OUTSIDE of the sleeve markers.
Continue for 12 cm, or 4.75 inches, then join as follows: on the wrong side, p to the last 3
sts and wyib slip them to a DPN. Turn. Line the DPN up with the last 3 sts of the right side
row and k together. Continue in stockinette. Leave the sleeve markers in place. Now the
first different color marker is beging of round. Continue increasing EOR until you have 306
sts.
Divide for sleeves: Slip 64 sts to waste yarn or holder, k 89, using cable co, co 5 sts, place
marker, co 6sts, s 64 sts to waste yarn or holder, k 89, co 5 sts, place marker, co 6sts .
(200 sts.)
Make a faux seam if you want.
Work for 4 cm and then begin bust decreases.
Dec. row: *k2, ssk, k to 3 sts before marker, k2tog, k1, slm* repeat.
Repeat every 8 rows x3. 4 decreases per row. (184 sts)
Cont for 6 cm then begin increases.
Inc. row: *k2, m1, k to 3 sts before marker, m1* repeat
Repeat every 8 rows x3. 4 increase per row. (200 sts)
Cont until it is 36 cm long or desired length. Bind off in i-cord.

SLEEVES
Pick up the 64 sts and 11 from the cable cast-on sts. (75 stitches). Place a marker in the
middle. Work 8 rows then K1, k2tog, k to 3 sts before marker, k2tog, Repeat every 8 rows 8
times. 47 stitches. Work until it’s the length you want then bind off in i-cord. Do the other
sleeve.
HOOD
Pick up the 101 sts from provisional cast on. K48 and pm, k5, pm. Work flat for 26 cm,
continuing i-cord from placket. At 26 cm on RS, dc before first marker and after second,
then work next row in pattern. Repeat these 2 rows 3 more times.
Graft sts together using Kitchener st.

